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Note:  Answer Five questions only. 

            10 marks for each question. 

 

Q1: What are the advantages of DBMS. Mention five of them. 

Q2: Explain with necessary drawings, the database architecture that is used in our Oracle 

Laboratory. 

Q3: Define transaction and its properties. 

Q4: A) Write query algebra for the following SQL statements: 

- Select * from Student where S_LVL=2; 

- Select S_Name from student where S_Address like 'Baghdad'; 

- Select * from Student, teacher where S_LVL=2; 

B) How natural join operations among the relations E1, E2, and E3 are associative. Write 

the rule and draw it. 

C) In query optimization process what do the following mean: query optimizer, query 

plan, and what are the Costs that are used to estimate the runtime cost of evaluating 

the query. 

Q5: If you have the tables A and B, which are shown below. A has a column called A and B 

has a column called B. Show the results of applying the following SQL join statements: 

- select * from a INNER JOIN b on a.a = b.b; 

- select * from a LEFT OUTER JOIN b on a.a = b.b; 

- select * from a RIGHT OUTER JOIN b on a.a = b.b; 

- select * from a FULL OUTER JOIN b on a.a = b.b; 

 

 
 

 

 

Q6: A) Convert the schema below to a relational model, and determine the type of the 

cardinality that is existing between its relations. Determine the primary key and the 

foreign key for your model. 

  S (sid, sname, status, scity), SP (sid, pid, pcity), P (pid, pname, color, weight, pcity). 

B) Convert the schema mentioned in "Q6", baranch "A" to E-R model. 

 

Good luck 
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